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CAUTIONARY NOTE – FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS

g i y a n i m e t a l s . c o m1

This presentation contains certain forward-looking information and forward-looking statements, as defined in applicable securities laws (collectively referred to herein as “forward-looking statements”).

These statements relate to future events or the Company’s future performance. All statements other than statements of historical fact are forward-looking statements. Often, but not always, forward-

looking statements can be identified by the use of words such as “plans”, “expects”, “is expected”, “budget”, “scheduled”, “estimates”, “continues”, “forecasts”, “projects”, “predicts”, “intends”, “anticipates”

or “believes”, or variations of, or the negatives of, such words and phrases, or statements that certain actions, events or results “may”, “could”, “would”, “should”, “might” or “will” be taken, occur or be

achieved. Forward- looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those anticipated in such forward-looking

statements. The forward-looking statements in this presentation speak only as of the date of this presentation or as of the date specified in such statement.

Inherent in forward-looking statements are risks, uncertainties and other factors beyond the Company’s ability to predict or control. For a comprehensive discussion on the risks and uncertainties the

reader is directed to the Company’s AIF and MD&A for the year ended December 31, 2020, which are filed on SEDAR at and the Company’s website at giyanimetals.com. Actual results and

developments are likely to differ, and may differ materially, fromthose expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements contained in this presentation.

Forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause the Company’s actual results, performance or achievements to be materially different

from any of its future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by forward-looking statements. All forward-looking statements herein are qualified by this cautionary statement.

Accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. The Company undertakes no obligation to update publicly or otherwise revise any forward-looking statements

whether as a result of new information or future events or otherwise, except as may be required by law. If the Company does update one or more forward-looking statements, no inference should be

drawn that it will make additional updates with respect to those or other forward-looking statements, unless required by law.

Qualified Persons

The scientific, technical, and economic information contained in this presentation relating to the K.Hill Manganese Project are based upon a technical report prepared by Mr. Michael John Beare BEng,

CEng, MIOM3, Ms. Lucy Roberts BSc (Hons), MSc, PhD, MAusIMM(CP), both of SRK Consulting, Mr. Jacques du Toit CEng. PrEng. MscEng. PMP, of Coffey Geotechnics Limited and Mr. Andrew

Carter CEng. Bsc. MIMMM, MSAIMM, SME of Coffey Geotechnics Limited, entitled “Kgwakgwe Hill Manganese Project Independent Technical Report” having an effective date of January 20, 2021

(release date April 30, 2021) (the “NI-43-101 Technical Report”). The NI-43-101 Technical Report was filed on SEDAR at www.sedar.com on April 30, 2021. Mr. Beare, Ms. Roberts, Mr. du Toit and Mr.

Carter are "Qualified Persons" under NI 43- 101, and have each consented to the inclusion in this presentation of such scientific, technical, and economic information. Mr. Beare, Ms. Roberts, Mr. du Toit

are "independent" within the meaning of NI 43-101.

Giyani’s disclosure of mineral resource information is governed by NI 43-101 under the guidelines set out in the Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum (the "CIM") Standards on Mineral

Resources and Mineral Reserves, adopted by the CIM Council, as may be amended from time to time by the CIM ("CIM Standards"). There can be no assurance that those portions of mineral resources

that are not mineral reserves will ultimately be converted into mineral reserves.

http://www.sedar.com/
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• Feasibility stage battery-grade manganese oxide deposits with leading economics for flagship K.Hill Project:

• 80% IRR and CAD442M post tax NPV10

• Low project capex of CAD159M 

• Initial capacity 100,000tpa high purity battery grade manganese sulphate monohydrate (HPMSM) or 

“manganese salt”

• K.Hill is the most profitable and highest valued project in its peer group on NPV/t resource basis, but Giyani 

trades at the lowest P/NAV

• Extensive exploration upside from K.Hill Extension, Otse and Lobatse prospects; not included in current NPV

• HPMSM critical component in cathodes for lithium-ion batteries, principally in electric vehicles (EVs)

• Demand for HPMSM expected to increase nearly 900% by 2040

• Sustainability and supply chain security will break up Chinese producer dominance (90% current supply)

• Located in Botswana, a mining supportive and geopolitically stable jurisdiction in Africa

• Experienced management and board with a track record of successful project delivery

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
HIGH VALUE EXPOSURE TO THE RAPIDLY EXPANDING EV MARKET
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MANGANESE IN LI-ION BATTERIES
HIGH MANGANESE CATHODE CHEMISTRIES WILL DOMINATE THE MARKET

g i y a n i m e t a l s . c o m
Source: Benchmark Mineral Intelligence, August 2020

• Manganese is a critical component in Li-ion batteries used in EVs

• Highest growth battery segment = NCM (nickel + cobalt + manganese)

• Battery-makers and consumers looking to eliminate cobalt due to concerns over price and sustainability

• Lowest cobalt formulations (e.g. NMC-370 and NMC 271) are ~70-75% Mn
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The assured supply of critical 

materials and the resiliency of their 

supply chains are essential to the 

economic prosperity and national 

defense of the United States” 

— US Department of Energy (2020)

g i y a n i m e t a l s . c o m

Supply Chain

• OEM concerns with Chinese supply

• Lack of transparency and sustainable practices

• Geopolitical forces e.g. Chinese embargo on REE 

exports to Japan

Regulation

• Paris Accords (COP 26): net zero carbon output by 2050

• Signatories include VW, BMW, Volvo, Ford, GM, Honda

• European Green Deal: reduce emissions by 55% by 2030

Giyani Advantage

• Production of HPMSM directly from ore indicates 70-80% 

lower carbon footprint than average Chinese production

• Refined product does not require further Chinese 

processing to be sold to battery / cathode makers

• Full transparency provided by public disclosure

• International standards of ethical and social governance

• Location in mining-friendly jurisdiction of Botswana

POLICY NOT PEOPLE WILL DICTATE INDUSTRY
REGULATION AND SUPPLY CHAIN SECURITY WILL DRIVE HPMSM DEMAND

“ Volkswagen is therefore actively 

contributing to meet the targets of the 

European Union’s Green Deal… We are 

now systematically integrating additional 

stages in the value chain.” 

— VW Battery Day 2021

Access to resources is a strategic 

security question for Europe’s ambition to 

deliver the Green Deal” 

— EU Commission (2020)

“ “ 
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• Giyani is committed to conducting its business in a manner that is 

sustainable and beneficial to all stakeholders

• The Company seeks to adhere to best international standards:

• ICMM’s Mining Principles

• Equator Principles

• Giyani aims to serve as a responsible steward of the natural resources 

and the environment

• Giyani’s goal is to be a low carbon company, with initiatives including:

• Solar power generation for process

• Electrification of mining and transport fleet

• K.Hill’s impacts on environment are managed through an Environmental 

Management Plan (EMP), approved by the Department of Environment 

in July 2019

• The Board has oversight and accountability for good governance and 

maintaining an ethical culture

g i y a n i m e t a l s . c o m

ESG AT THE HEART OF EVERYTHING WE DO
RESPONSIBILITY, SUSTAINABILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY
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PROJECTS (100%)

• Three previously producing battery-grade manganese oxide prospects

• K.Hill: historic mine with 1.6Mt indicated and 1.4Mt inferred

resources (NI 43-101, August 2021)

• Otse: exploration target 2km from A1 sealed road and N-S

railway

• Lobatse: exploration target 1km from the RSA border

• Ore from all three deposits could feed a central production facility

INFRASTRUCTURE

• Proximate to major population centres with reliable power, water and

medical facilities.

• Excellent rail and road connections to five seaports in two countries

shipping to Asia, EU and US

1. Fraser Institute, Survey of Mining Companies 2021

GIYANI PROJECT PORTFOLIO
THREE HIGHLY PROSPECTIVE PROJECTS IN EXCELLENT LOCATION

Visualised pit at K.Hill Substation close to K.Hill A1 highway to Otse
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K.HILL PROJECT PEA (APRIL 2021)
UPDATED PEA TO INCLUDE ADDITIONAL RESOURCES EXPECTED IN Q4 2021

g i y a n i m e t a l s . c o m 1. K.Hill Manganese Project Independent Technical Report. SRK, April 2021

2. USD:CAD 1.33 average over past 12 months

• K.Hill is the highest valued project in its peer group on an NPV/t Mn 

resources basis but Giyani trades at the lowest P/NAV

• April 2021 PEA highlights

• After tax NPV10 of USD332M and IRR of 80%

• Start-up capex of USD118M

• Three year payback

• 58 – 125kt per annum of HPMSM (or equivalent)

• PEA based on K.Hill Main horizon ONLY as at April 2021; does not include 

production from K.Hill B Horizon, K.Hill Extension, Otse or Lobatse

Value Upside

• Significant resource upside from K.Hill B Horizon, K.Hill Extension, Otse

and Lobatse

• Reducing power costs through phased solar integration

• Increased plant throughput to match increased resources

• Rising HPMSM prices on higher EV and battery demand

• Value premium for ex-China, low carbon HPMSM production
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K.HILL PROJECT UPDATED RESOURCE (AUG 2021)
25% INCREASE IN CONTAINED METAL FROM K.HILL B HORIZON 

g i y a n i m e t a l s . c o m

• Newly discovered B Horizon increased contained metal by 
25% to 1.7 Mt of HPMSM equivalent

• Samples from B Horizon currently undergoing test work 
upgrade to Indicated Mineral Resources category

• Additional tonnage expected to extend mine life and 
increase project NPV significantly 

• B Horizon to be included in feasibility study

Classification

Tonnage 

(Mt) 

Grade MnO

(%)

Contained 

MnO (kt)

Contained 

Mn (kt)

Indicated Mineral 

Resources 1.6 22.0 352 273

Inferred Mineral 

Resources 1.4 13.9 195 151

Hanging wall 

K.Hill Main horizon

B-Horizon
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• K.Hill Extension or Otse could 

fundamentally shift project life 

and economics

• K.Hill Extension mineralization 

over aerial extent comparable 

to K.Hill Main

• Combined K.Hill resource 

model expected in early 2022

• Initial drilling at Otse indicates 

high grade podiform orebody 

with intersections >50% MnO

• Otse located within trucking 

distance to K.Hill

g i y a n i m e t a l s . c o m

K-Hill Main & 

B Horizon

SIGNIFICANT EXPLORATION UPSIDE
TRANSFORM POTENTIAL AT K.HILL EXTENSION AND OTSE

K-Hill Extension

K.Hill Extension Otse North and South

Drill holes against geophysical chargeability
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MAKING HIGH PURITY MANGANESE
INITIAL METALLURGICAL TEST RESULTS ANNOUNCED JUNE 2021

g i y a n i m e t a l s . c o m

DEMONSTRATION PLANT

TetraTech appointed for design and

engineering of scaled down Demo

Plant, based in Botswana.

LOW COST OPERATION

Low cost of mining 

Friable ore amenable to free dig 

mining, plus located near surface

Low cost of grinding 

Grinds easily to 150 μm

Low cost of processing 

K.Hill oxide ore leaches in 

sulphuric acid (avoiding 

calcination). Abundance of acid 

available in neighbouring South 

Africa

Low cost of energy 

Standard commercial power 

costs in Botswana are low
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DEMONSTRATION PLANT
KEY STEP IN DE-RISKING PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

g i y a n i m e t a l s . c o m

• The Demonstration Plant will replicate the proposed 

hydrometallurgical process

• Plant will fundamentally derisk the hydrometallurgical 

process implementation of full-scale operation 

• Usable samples of Giyani HPMSM product will be 

produced to stringent product specifications for evaluation 

by potential end-buyers

• Design criteria and specifications include:

• Production of 250 kg/day HPMSM within an 8-hour 

shift of steady state operation

• Fabricated in South Africa and transported to Botswana 

for operation close to the K.Hill project location

• Basic engineering and tendering completed 

• Signing of construction contract expected in Q1 2022
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PROJECT TIMELINE
KEY WORKSTREAMS IN HAND FOR FIRST COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION IN 2024

2021 2022 2023

Resources for K.Hill Extension

Resources for Otse

Lobatse exploration

Feasibility study

Approval of ESIA

Life cycle caron assessment

Finalised flowsheet

Demo plant engineering & construction

Offtake sampling

Binding offtake agreements

Project funding & construction

Optimised FS-K.Hill Extension and Otse 
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HIGH PURITY MANGANESE PEERS
GIYANI IS THE LOWEST OPEX/CAPEX PURE PLAY PRE-PRODUCTION HPMSM PROJECT

g i y a n i m e t a l s . c o m Notes: Market data as at October 4, 2021; project data based on public company disclosure

Capital intensity: start-up capex / production capacity (tonnes of HPMSM)

E25 currently producing Mn concentrate but planning HPMSM

K.Hill has the highest NPV per tonne (Mn) in the ground and is the most profitable project in its peer 

group, but Giyani trades at the lowest P/NAV
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BOARD
EXTENSIVE MINING PROJECT DEVELOPMENT AND PROJECT FINANCING

g i y a n i m e t a l s . c o m

JONATHAN HENRY  

B.A.(HONS) 

NON-EXECUTIVE CHAIR

JOHN PETERSEN  

J.D, B.S.

NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

MICHAEL JONES  

C.ENG.

NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

STEPHANIE HART 

CPA, CA

NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

ROBIN BIRCHALL 

MBA, M.SC.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

25 years of experience in mining

company leadership and

management

- Executive Chairman of Ormonde

Mining

- President and CEO Gabriel

Resources

- CEO of Avocet Mining

40 years of experience in law,

sustainability and energy storage

and is a global thought leader on

energy and sustainability issues

- Director & VP at ePower Engine

Systems Inc

- Chairman at Axion Power

International Inc

- Partner at Fefer Peterson & Co

30 years of experience in mine

management, corporate finance

and corporate development

- Director at Hatch

- Corporate Development at African

Minerals

- Head mining corporate finance at

Canaccord

- Various mining engineering roles

at Gencor, DE Beers and

Debswana

20 years senior level experience

with broad financial, risk,

operational and capital project

roles in global mining

- CFO for Exiro Minerals Corp. and

Willeson Metals Corp..

- Head of Finance North Atlantic

Operations and Asian Refineries

for Vale S.A. .

- Director of Finance and CFO for

Goro Project and Operations in

New Caledonia for Vale S.A.

20 years of experience in

investment banking, senior

management and development of

resource companies

- Executive Chairman of Silver Bear

Resources

- V.P. Investment and Corporate

Banking at BMO Capital Markets

- V.P. Corporate Finance at

Canaccord.

THUSO DIKGAKA

B.ENG.

NON-EXECUTIVE CHAIR 

KNEIPE SETLHARE

BSC.

NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

MAUREEN MOKGAOTSANE 

M.ENG.

NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

MICHAEL JONES  

C.ENG.

NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

ROBIN BIRCHALL 

MBA, M.SC.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Over 40 years of experience in

operations, management and

government within Botswana

- Mining Manager at Debswana

Orapa mine

- Mining Manager Tati Nickel Mine

- Director of Botswana Department

of Mines

13 Years of operations experience

in base metals and diamond

drilling within Botswana

- Consultant to Premium Nickel

Resources

- Facilities Manager at Discovery

Metals

- Shift Co-Ordinator at BCL Limited

Over 20 years of experience in

exploration, management and

government within Botswana

- Non-Executive Director for Equity

Drilling

- Senior roles with Petra Diamonds,

Firestone Diamonds, Debswana

Diamonds & Botswana Ministry of

Minerals, Energy and Water

Resources

GIYANI BOARD

MENZI BOARD
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MANAGEMENT TEAM
PROVEN RECORD IN MINING COMPANY MANAGEMENT & PROJECT DELIVERY

g i y a n i m e t a l s . c o m

JUDITH WEBSTER 

B.SC.

CORPORATE SECRETARY 

LUHANN THERON

M.SC.

CHIEF GEOLOGIST 

RITA LOMBARD 

BCOM

COUNTRY MANAGER

MALIKA ARORA 

CPA

CONTROLLER

30 years of mining industry

experience in geology, investor

relations, corporate governance

and corporate secretary

- Corporate Secretary & Investor

Relations at Silver Bear

Resources

- Vice President Investor Relations

at AXMIN; Investor Relations

Manager for Guinor Gold, SAMAX

and Pangea Gold

13 years of exploration geology

experience across Africa

- Project Geologist at Remote

Exploration Services

- Consulting Geologist at Lambda

Tau

30 years of program-, risk

management and advisory

services, Partner at BDO

Botswana

- Consultant to mining, public

sector and financial services in

Botswana

- Served on Board of leading global

investment manager in South

Africa; and focus on supply chain

optimisation, project management

and advisory services

Over 16 years of experience in

finance, including 11 years in

mining and natural resources

- Focus on financial reporting,

system implementations, internal

controls, accounting procedures

and policies

- Assistant Controller for Baffinland

Iron Mines Corporation, SNC

Lavalin Inc. and Pacific Rubiales

Energy

ROBIN BIRCHALL 

MBA, M.SC.

CEO

DERK HARTMAN

M.SC.

PRESIDENT & COO 

EUGENE LEE 

CPA, CA

CFO

GEORGE DONNE 

M.A.

VP BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

MARION THOMAS

CENV, FIMMM

VP ESG

20 years of experience in

investment banking, senior

management and development of

resource companies

- Executive Chairman of Silver Bear

Resources

- V.P. Investment and Corporate

Banking at BMO Capital Markets

- V.P. Corporate Finance at

Canaccord.

20 years of experience in

investment banking, senior

management, project delivery and

development of resource

companies

- Director at Royal IHC, Project

Delivery

- Director of Awale Resources

- CFO at Silver Bear Resources

- Director at BMO Capital Markets

Over 20 years of experience in

mine finance, capital markets,

financial reporting, risk

management, internal controls and

corporate governance.

- Director, Marketing at Hudbay

Minerals

- Non-Executive Director Nevada

Zinc Corp

- CFO at Premier Royalty Inc.

20 years of international natural

resources sector experience in

senior management and

investment banking roles

- Senior investment professional at

Greenstone Resources PE fund

- Executive Director of Victoria Oil

& Gas

- JPMorgan Mining & Metals IB

team (London)

Over 30 years of experience in

environmental and social aspects

of large-scale, complex projects

across Africa including Botswana,

Asia and Europe

- Mining, industrial, infrastructure

and agricultural sectors

- ESIAs, management

plans; international standards

- Auditor and due diligence;

Stakeholder engagement

specialist; and Decommissioning

and closure plans
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SHARE STRUCTURE

MAJOR SHAREHOLDERS

RAB Capital 10.0%

Directors and Management 3.0%

MMCAP Asset Management 2.9%

APAC Resources 1.4%

Sentry Resource Opportunities 1.4%

Primevest 1.1%

Ausbil Investment Management 1.4% 

Pathfinder, Charlestown, Ixios, Black Maple <1%

TICKER MARKET CAP* SHARE PRICE* 52 WEEK RANGE SHARES O/S
Warrants/ Options / 

RSUs O/S

TSXV : EMM C$ 75.2M C$0.37 C$ 0.28 - 0.87 203,175,629 60,647,094

* As at 04 Jan 2022

TOTAL EXERCISE PRICE EXPIRY

Options* 11,812,500 C$0.12 - C$0.53 21/11/2021 – 02/09/2026

Warrants* 48,645,914 C$0.10 - C$1.00 18/03/2022 – 03/12/2023

RSUs* 188,680 - 21/04/2023

DATE PRIVATE PLACEMENT

1 24 Mar 2021 C$11.5M at 68.0¢/share

2 30 Nov 2021 C$11.5M at 44.0¢/share

2

1
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CONTACT US

g i y a n i m e t a l s . c o m

Giyani Metals Corp.

2010 Winston Park Drive

Suite 200,

Oakville, Ontario L6H 5R7

Canada

info@giyanimetals.com

giyanimetals.com

@GiyaniMetals

#GiyaniMetals
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TECHNICAL SLIDES
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MANGANESE VS BATTERY METALS PEERS
K.HILL PROFITABILITY RANKS AMONG TOP TIER PRE-CONSTRUCTION LITHIUM PROJECTS 
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K.HILL PROFITABILITY IN CONTEXT
ON EQUIVALENT BASIS, K.HILL WOULD RANK AS PREMIER JUNIOR PRODUCER

Footnotes: Market data as at October 4, 2021; Peer production and opex data = company 2021 forecast; EMM data = PEA Yr2 operating data

Prices used: Au – USD1,750; Cu – USD4.20/lb
1 Acquisition value from Fortuna transaction
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BOTSWANA OVERVIEW
AFRICA’S PREMIER MINING JURISDICTION

g i y a n i m e t a l s . c o m 1. TradingEconomics.com April 2020
2. The Economist, April 2020

STABLE ECONOMY TO INVEST IN

• Well established mining industry with investor friendly laws and processes for 

exploration, development and operations 

• Local currency is the Botswanan Pula; freely convertible and pegged to basket of 

currencies including ZAR

• Longest serving democracy in Africa

• Steady economic growth of 4% in the 12 months to September 2019 (5% previous 12 

months)

• Investment grade rating A2 Stable2  (unchanged since 2001)

• Economy highly reliant on mining (20% of GDP & 88% of exports)1 – which has been in 

decline in recent years 

The Economist’s ranking of 66 countries, using four 

indicators of financial strength2

FISCAL ADVANTAGES FOR THE K.HILL PROJECT 

• Government royalty is 3% for manganese

• No import taxes on mining equipment and spares

• Potential to classify processing plant as manufacturing, 15% tax rate

• Deduction of 100% of the mining capital expenditure incurred during the tax year with an 

unlimited carry forward of losses

• There is no mandatory national or governmental joint venture (JV) / free carry / Black 

Economic Empowerment (BEE) regulation. 
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PROJECT MILESTONES ACHIEVED

g i y a n i m e t a l s . c o m

Apr. 2020: Amended 

K.Hill PEA increased 

resource & project 

economics to NPV10 of 

CAD389M & IRR of 82% 

Nov. 2020: 

Commenced 

hydrometallurgical & in-

fill drilling at K.HIll

Jan. 2021:

Completed K.Hill Solar 

Plant Study

Apr. 2021: Updated 

K.Hill PEA increased 

resources & project 

economics to NPV10 of 

CAD442M & IRR of 80% 

Aug. 2021: 

New discoveries at K.Hill

(the B Horizon) and at 

K.Hill Extension

Dec. 2019: 

Commencement of K.Hill

Feasibility Study & ESIA

Aug. 2020: Completed high 

purity manganese market 

analysis, price forecasting & 

route to market studies

Dec. 2020: Received 

approval for ESIA

Scoping & Terms

of Reference by DEA

Mar. 2021: 

Completed K.Hill

Reserve infill drilling

Jun. 2021: 

Results of the initial 

metallurgical test work 

announced

Sep. 2021: 

New MRE of 1.6mt in 

Indicated Category and 

1.4Mt in Inferred

Dec. 2021: 

Completion of initial 

exploration drilling at 

Otse
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K.HILL PROJECT PEA (APRIL 2021)
VISUALIZATIONS OF OPEN PIT AND PROCESSING PLANT

g i y a n i m e t a l s . c o m
Aerial view of the K.HILL Deposit
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TARGETING LOW CARBON MANGANESE 
THREE OPTIONS CONSIDERED IN SOLAR PLANT STUDY

g i y a n i m e t a l s . c o m

OTHER ATTRIBUTES THAT 

CONTRIBUTE TO LOW CARBON 

FOOTPRINT OPERATION:

• Ore source is high grade and

located close to the processing

plant

• Processing designed to avoid using

carbon intensive processes such as

calcination

• Low impurity ore source that

enables HPMSM to be produced

directly from ore (rather than via

HPEMM)

• Production of HPMSM directly from

ore at the mine site

No Export’ Net Zero Transition to IPP

Scenario 1 2 3

Export of excess power to grid? No Yes Yes

Requires Regulatory approval No Yes Yes

Requires capex upgrade to existing grid 

infrastructure 
No Yes No

Solar plant size constraint Peak daily power No constraints Existing grid

Power rating (MW) 14 60 48

Solar array size (km2) 0.3 1.4 1.1

Net savings (USD/yr) $2.8m $11.1m $9.7m

Capex (USDm) $10.5m $44.9m $34.9m

CO2 saving (Mt/yr) 63,000 247,273 214,375

Payback period (yrs) ~3 ~3 ~3 
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MANGANESE IN LI-ION BATTERIES
LI-ION BATTERIES HAVE DIFFERENT TYPES OF CATHODE CHEMISTRIES

g i y a n i m e t a l s . c o m

NCM – THE DOMINANT CATHODE FOR AT LEAST THE NEXT 8
YEARS

• NCM cathodes are expected to be used in at least 50% of all

batteries (not just EVs) by 2028 - currently 35%1

• Solid state technologies will be slow to develop and likely to only be

commercialised, if at all, in the 2030s.

• NCM cathodes come in many different chemistries, such as 1:1:1,

8:1:1, 5:3:2.

The makeup of the cathode materials must address the following key

challenges2:

• Specific Energy

• Specific Power

• Safety / Thermal stability

• Life Span

• Cost

• Performance / Power Output

1. IMnI Report, May 2019

2. Liu et al. (2017) 

MANGANESE: A SMALL COMPONENT, BUT HERE TO STAY

Properties of Manganese in Cathodes

• Safe / high thermal stability (low risk of thermal runaway)

• Supply chain not complicated by conflict sources

• Cheapest raw material component in the cathode (2%)

• High Performance / Power Output

2%

Cathode Cost of an NCM 811 per Raw Material2

Nickel

Lithium

Cobalt

Manganese

Other

Battery 

composition

Critical metals required (kg/kWh)1

Lithium Nickel Manganese Cobalt

NCM 111 0.14 0.4 0.4 0.4

NCM 622 0.13 0.6 0.2 0.2

NCM 811 0.11 0.8 0.1 0.1
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MASS ADOPTION OF EVS IMMINENT
AS BEVS BECOME PRICE COMPETITIVE, ADOPTION WILL ACCELERATE

1. Benchmark Mineral Intelligence, March 2020

2. Assuming flat future raw material costs, excludes margin, module and pack costs, figure accounts for top 80% of producers by scale only

3. IMnI Report, May 2019

Over the next decade 130 individual lithium-ion Battery Megafactories

are planned, which will produce a capacity of 2,397.5 GWh1

Economies of scale drive down the cost of a lithium-ion battery 

below the USD100/kWh - the point where the cost of a BEV ≈ ICEV

BEVs      Battery Electric Vehicles

ICEVs     Internal Combustion Engine Vehicles

GWh      Gigawatt hour

$/kWh   USD per Kilowatt hour

Battery 

composition

Critical metals required (tonnes/kWh)3

Lithium Nickel Manganese Cobalt

NCM 111 14 40 40 40

NCM 622 13 60 20 20

NCM 811 11 80 10 10
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MANGANESE IN LI-ION BATTERIES
WHERE IS THE SUPPLY?

g i y a n i m e t a l s . c o m

• The market balance of high purity manganese required for batteries is forecast to be in a growing deficit 

• Few announcements have been made of new capacity planned to meet demand

Source: Benchmark Mineral Intelligence, August 2020

HPEMM: High Purity Electrolytic Manganese Metal 
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CURRENT BATTERY MANUFACTURER LANDSCAPE
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